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BHS

BHS – transaction timeline
2002

Sir Philip Green through Arcadia buys BHS for £200m

2002-2004

BHS paid £423m dividends to Green family

2009

Buy-out deficit of £354m; DRCs of £4.9m increasing to £21m for nearly 13 years

2012

Buy-out deficit of £452m; DRCs of £9.5m for 23 years

2013

Longstanding chairman of trustees replaced by Chris Martin

2014

Proposed restructuring of plan fails; trustees de-risk investments

2015

BHS owes Arcadia £256m. BHS sold for £1; £216m debt written off; £40m secured debt retained by Arcadia

2016

BHS enters CVA starting assessment period
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Background
• Two pension schemes
• Combined buy-out deficit of £571m

• Over 20,000 members
• TPR launched investigation March 2015
• Joint DWP/BIS committee inquiry
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Key issues
• Select Committee focus:
– Were there any failings on the part of TPR, the trustees or Philip Green?

– Why did Arcadia sell to RAL – was it a suitable acquirer of a company with a pension
scheme?
– Are legislative/regulatory changes needed

• TPR powers in BHS case?
– No action taken in relation to 2012 valuation & 23 year recovery plan
– Financial Support Direction (focus on dividends to Green family)
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TPR letter – looking to regulatory changes
• Provision of information
– "more flexible" provision of information to TPR & compel parties to "submit to an interview"

• Corporate transactions
– Suggests TPR involvement in some transactions eg "significant underfunding"/ scheme at risk
– Increase requirement of employer to provide information to trustees

• Valuations/Funding
– More "on-going supervisory" role for TPS re "approval of and setting limits to recovery plans" and
ensure scheme is "treated fairly"
– More regular monitoring for TPR than triennial valuations
– Require schemes to complete valuations more quickly than 15 months

• Governance
– Extend "chair's statement" to DB schemes
– Consolidation of smaller schemes
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BHS lessons
• Once a covenant is weak it is difficult to improve the position of a
pension plan even with strong powers

• Evaluate covenant regularly and be prepared to act
• Valuations are often the best time to get a good deal for a plan
• Trustees should ensure a good audit trail to justify decisions

• TPR may become more assertive especially with large, poorly funded
plans
• Regulatory changes may follow
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British Steel Pension Scheme

British Steel Pension Scheme ("BSPS")
• 130,000 members
• 31 December 2015: £13.3bil assets:
– £700mil TP deficit
– £1.5bil PPF deficit
– £7.5bil s.75 deficit

• Tata Steel UK ("TSUK") – lost £2bil in 5 years and Tata wants to sell it.
• HMG think there are "special circumstances" for steel industry
• Consulting on options for restructuring to separate BSPS from TSUK
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BSPS Options
Option 1 - RAA

Option 2 – buy-out above PPF

• Uses existing mechanisms (TPR
agreement and PPF non-object
necessary).

• Buy-out above PPF levels.
• TSUK says £1.5bil debt not
affordable!

• TSUK separated from BSPS and
BSPS enters the PPF
• Doesn't require legislative
change.
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BSPS Options
Option 3 – S.67

Option 4 – Transfers

• Amend s.67 to allow reduction in
indexation & revaluation

• Transfer to another scheme (with
lower benefits)

• Need on-going sponsor?

• "Not practicable" to obtain
member consent

• Only for BSPS

• Legislative change necessary
• Suggested this might apply to
other large schemes?
• Contracted-out rights to be dealt
with
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Thoughts
• Who would take over BSPS (or successor scheme) on restructured basis?
Consultation envisages it would not be TSUK.
• What is so special about steel? Just use RAA?
• Why is Option 4 potentially applicable to other schemes, but Option 3 is
not?
• Why are there odd questions around BSPS governance?
• Any chance of a response within 4 weeks of 23 June?
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Brexit – Process
• Referendum is advisory not binding
• Article 50
– 2 year negotiation period (Greenland in 1982 took three years)
– triggered by clear notice by UK
– 2 year period can be extended by unanimous agreement

• No mechanism for EU to eject UK
• No mechanism for UK to limit application of EU law in the period prior to
exit; but may choose not to comply
• Article 50 covers exit; post exit relationship to be negotiated and agreed
• Government needs to decide on what relationship we have with EU in future
• European Court of Human Rights is separate
• New Prime Minister may be in place by 9 September
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Future EU/UK Relationship – Some Possible Models
Full Divorce
(no special relationship between
UK and EU)
Influence

Trade

UK Laws

People

Financial

Legal

Free Trade
(wide ranging free trade deal)

Pick & Mix
(free trade deal with greater
alignment in particular areas)

Associate Membership
Adjusted Membership
(EEA not EU; special status with (UK still in EU on revised terms –
some Single Market access)
possibly also changes in rEU)

• UK outside policy process

• UK outside policy process

• UK outside policy process
• Consulted as "best friend"?

• UK outside policy process
• Consulted as a "best friend"?

• UK involved in policy
development

• No guarantee of access to
single market
• Tariff and non-tariff barriers
possible

• Commitment to no barriers in
most areas
• No regulatory alignment "passporting" not preserved

• Commitment to no barriers in • Access to single market
most areas
• Regulatory alignment to
• Regulatory alignment to
preserve "passporting" in
preserve "passporting" in
some areas
some areas

• Access to single market
• Regulatory alignment to
preserve "passporting" in most
areas (with some enhanced
carve outs)

• No particular alignment of UK
and EU laws

• No express alignment
between UK and EU laws

• Alignment of laws in specified
areas

• UK follows EU laws in many
current areas

• UK follows EU laws in many
current areas

• Qualitative controls - no
favourable UK/rEU terms

• Qualitative controls possibly
with favourable UK/rEU terms

• Free movement to work with
some enhanced specific
"brakes" or qualitative
controls

• Free movement to work with
some enhanced specific
"brakes"

• Free movement possibly with
some enhanced specific
"brakes"

• No UK contribution to EU
budget

• No UK contribution to EU
budget

• Possible reduced UK
contribution to EU budget

• Significant UK contribution to
EU budget

• Significant UK contribution to
EU budget

• EU law no role in UK

• EU law no role in UK

• EU law no role in UK

• EU law no general role in UK
• Areas of dual competency?

• EU law applicable in UK
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Brexit – Impact on Pensions
• Little immediate change
– EU directives written into UK law would need to be specifically repealed

– Anti-discrimination laws
– PPF
– Acquired Rights Directive – TUPE and Beckmann

• No GMP equalisation?
• Requirements for our laws will depend on deal with EU
• Cross border issues

• Scheme investment?
• Covenant issues?
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Brexit
• Review investment strategies
• Engage with employers on its plans

• Consider changes to covenant
• Write to members?
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6 July 2016

Overview
• Historic position on VAT & pension schemes
• DB schemes
– PPG case & HMRC's recent brief
– Potential solutions for schemes

• DC schemes and DC AVCs
– ATP case & HMRC's recent brief
– Potential solutions for schemes

• What should you actually do . . .

22

Pension Schemes and VAT
Independent
trustee services

Employer

Administration
services

Trustee
Actuarial
services

Legal services
Investment
management
services

Assets held on trust to
provide DC benefits for
members

Assets held on trust to
provide DB benefits for
members
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Historic position on VAT (Notice 700/17)
Administration services
• Employer can recover VAT

Investment services
• Employer can’t recover VAT
• Trustee may recover VAT but generally not VAT registered or
little/no basis for VAT recovery

Combined services
• 30/70 split - Employer can recover 30%
24

DB Pension Schemes
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PPG case (C – 26/12)
• Dutch DB pension scheme
• PPG (the employer) contracted for and paid for investment and
administration services for the scheme
• CJEU held PPG could recover VAT charged on all services because they
formed part of PPG’s general costs
• Great excitement because the case suggests employers should be able to
recover VAT on investment costs
• Not that simple . . .
– Employer had contracted directly for the services

– Employer had paid directly for the services
– Not how UK schemes work
26

HMRC "approach"
VAT recovery for DB schemes
• HMRC and pension industry considered various
"solutions" since PPG case
• Difficult process because the issues sit between pensions
and VAT

Transitional period extended to 31 Dec 2016
• Previous arrangements can be used up to 31 December
2016
27

Potential Solutions for schemes

Tripartite contracts
Paymaster arrangements

Hybrid solutions
VAT grouping
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Solution 1: Tripartite

Tripartite contracts
• New contracts entered into between
Employer, Trustee and service provider
• Employer pays the service provider and
can reclaim VAT
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Solution 1: Tripartite

Employer

Trustee

Service Provider
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Solution: 1. Tripartite

Tripartite: points to note
• Only works for administration not
investments - corporation tax
deduction
• Negotiation needed of new contracts
• Conflicted services
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Solution 2: Paymaster

Paymaster arrangements
• Trustee registers for VAT and contracts with
providers for supply of services
• Trustee charges employer a fee (plus VAT) for service
of running the scheme
• Trustee recovers all VAT on administration costs and
around 50% of VAT on trustee's investment costs
• Employer recovers all VAT on costs recharged by
trustee
32

Solution 2: Paymaster
HMRC

Professional
adviser

Administrator

Employers recover £60 VAT
in full (if employers making
fully VATable supplies)

Trustee

Service
£100 + £20 VAT

Service of running
scheme
£300 + £60 VAT

•

Investment
manager

•

Employers

50% (say) of investment
management services
received relate to trustees'
own investment activities
Only 50% of VAT paid on
investment management
may be recovered
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Solution 2: Paymaster

Practical points
• Scheme rules likely to need amendment
• Paymaster arrangement needs to be put in place – new
administration processes involving invoicing of the
employers
• Cash flow issues - costs can fluctuate significantly year to
year and quarter to quarter.
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Solution 3: hybrid arrangement

Hybrid arrangements
• ServiceCo is set up
• Trustee and "Serviceco" enter tripartite contracts with
providers for supply of services
• Serviceco pays providers direct
• Serviceco charges employers a fee (plus VAT) for service of
running scheme
• ServiceCo recovers VAT on both administration and
investment services
• Employer recovers VAT on fee
35

Solution 3: hybrid arrangements
Professional
Adviser

HMRC
Service
Company

Service of running
scheme

£300 + £60 VAT

£60

Employers

Administrator
Trustee
Investment
Manager
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Solution 3: hybrid arrangements
Practical points
•
•
•
•

New arrangements will need to be put in place
Written contract needed between employers and ServiceCo
Tripartite contracts needed (consider conflicted services)
Scheme rules may need amendment to facilitate the new
arrangements
• ServiceCo must be VAT registered and submit VAT returns
• ServiceCo can't have employed members of scheme or be
responsible for scheme liabilities
• Need to manage processes and cash flow to ensure the ServiceCo
can pay providers' fees
37

Solution 4: VAT grouping
• Trustee (meeting control requirements) added as member of wider VAT
group

• Employer VAT group may recover VAT paid by Trustee
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Solution 4: VAT Grouping
HMRC

Professional
adviser

Administrator

Employer recovers £50 VAT
(assuming professional
adviser costs are
administration)

Trustee

Service
£100 + £20 VAT

Employer
•

Investment
manager

VAT
grouping

•

50% (say) of investment
management services
received relate to trustees'
own investment activities
Only 50% of VAT paid on
investment management
may be recovered
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Solution 4: VAT grouping
• 100% recovery for administration services and 50% recovery on
investment management fees
• Need to ensure adding Trustee does not adversely impact VAT group's
overall VAT recovery

• Trustee jointly and severally liable for VAT in respect of all VAT group
members
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Potential solutions for schemes
VAT on administration
(NB conflicted)

VAT on investment

Tripartite

Yes

No – because of the CTD

Paymaster

Yes

50%

Hybrid

Yes

Yes

VAT grouping

Yes

50%
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DC Pension Schemes
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ATP case (C – 464/12)
• Danish DC pension schemes
• ATP provided administration services

• CJEU held that DC pension funds may be "Special Investment Funds"
• “Management” of SIF exempt from VAT
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HMRC brief on ATP (Brief 44/14)

Sets out conditions for Pension fund to be a SIF
• We would expect standard DC schemes to meet the
conditions

“Management” services exempt from VAT
• Administration
• Investment
• Other
44

Potential solutions for DC schemes

Investment EXEMPT

Administration
– EXEMPT

Others – NOT
EXEMPT eg
legal, audit etc
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Potential solutions for DC schemes

Other points to note
• Possible to use the DB solutions for the "nonexempt" services

46

What should I actually do . . .
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DB Schemes: checklist
• Identify what the VAT on your administration and investments – will
inform preferred solution

• Engage with the business regarding the potential solutions. In particular:
– Potential savings
– Budget to put in place new solution
– Cash flow practicalities of paymaster and hybrid solution
– Administration of paymaster and hybrid solution

• Agree long term strategy
• Consider short term strategy eg tripartite on administration
• Historic claims
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DC Schemes: checklist
• Check if you are paying any VAT – you may not be!
• If you are paying VAT:
– Stop doing so on your investments
– Discuss with your administration provider what administration services are exempt and
stop paying VAT on those
– Consider whether you want to use a DB solution for any other VAT costs that are not
exempt – may not be worth the hassle
– Ask your administrators and investment manager to claim back historic VAT payments
from HMRC (NB shortfall issue)
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Pension and VAT – where are we now?
Claire Southern
6 July 2016

DC Update
Tommie Neel
6 July 2016

DC update topics

New DC
code of
practice 13
Capping
early exit
charges
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The Regulator's DC code of practice 13
Governance and administration of occupational trust-based schemes providing
money purchase benefits

• Update to previous code published in November 2013
• Laid before parliament on 9 May 2016
– Not yet in force but expected to come into force shortly

• Finalised following consultation in November 2015
• Several changes made to the Code following consultation:
– Title revised to clarify its scope
– Where the only DC benefits are AVCs, Trustees should consider significance of AVCs
relative to members' overall benefits when assessing risk
– Investment timescales lengthened to maximum of five working days
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The Regulator's DC code of practice 13
Key features
• Applies to all schemes with DC
benefits, including AVCs

• Risk warnings to articulate risks
of each option

• AVCs: proportionate approach to
be taken when assessing risk

• Value for members: need to
understand members'
characteristics, including
demographic and salary

• Five days for investment where
not daily dealing
• "Default funds": does member's
original choice extend to new
arrangement?
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How-to guides to DC governance
Supporting the new DC Code of Practice 13
• Draft guides to support revised
code of practice on each of the six
key areas covered by the code:
– The trustee board
– Scheme management skills

• Intended as practical guidance
• Not prescriptive/exhaustive but
states best practice
• Expected to come into force in
shortly (alongside the code)

– Administration

– Investment governance
– Value for members
– Communicating and reporting
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Capping early exit charges
DWP consultation launched on 26 May 2016
• DWP consultation on proposals to cap early exit pension charges. FCA
also consulting on stakeholder and personal pension schemes
• Key proposals for occupational pension schemes:
1.

Levels of cap: 1% existing personal pension contracts, and 0% new contracts

2.

Cap will apply both to charges imposed by trustees or third party providers

3.

Cap will have retrospective effect

4.

Only applies to charges faced by members eligible to access pension freedoms and
who try to access benefits before scheme retirement age

• The Pensions Regulator will be responsible for enforcing caps
• Consultation closes 16 August 2016. Expected to be implemented in 2017.
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DC Update
Tommie Neel
6 July 2016

The new EU General Data Protection
Regulation
Mac Macmillan
6 July 2016

The aim behind the EU's privacy reform
From this….

To this…..

“A single set of rules on data protection valid across the EU”
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The Brexit Effect: Does GDPR still matter?
• GDPR comes into force on 25 May 2018
• Post-Brexit, some pressure for UK to adopt
something similar:
– ICO view is that reform of UK law remains
necessary

– Practical advantage of being judged an "adequate"
jurisdiction
– Many UK businesses will have to comply with GDPR
anyway, as it will have extra-territorial effect
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Core changes in GDPR
• Extraterritorial reach
• Putting individuals in control
– Strengthening data subject rights

• Focus on practical compliance ("accountability")
• Stronger enforcement powers and penalties
– Maximum €20million or 4% worldwide turnover
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Concepts and principles
•

•

Traditional concepts

•

Principles

–

Personal data

–

Lawfulness, fairness and transparency

–

Controller & processor

–

Purpose limitation

–

Consent

–

Data minimisation

New concepts

–

Accuracy

–

Pseudonymisation

–

Storage limitation

–

Personal data breach

–

Integrity and confidentiality

–

Main establishment
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Putting people in control of their data
• Privacy notices will require more detailed information
– Legal basis of processing (including stating what legitimate interest for processing is
relied upon)
– Safeguards in place if data is transferred to a third country
– Criteria for determining data retention periods

– Statement of data subject's rights

• Action: review existing privacy notices and consider notifying members
of change
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Putting people in control of their data
• More prescriptive requirements for obtaining consent
– No "bundling" of consent - must readily distinguish giving consent from providing other
information
– Must be as easy to withdraw consent as to give it

• Action: Identify where you rely on consent. Is it necessary? Does it need
amending?
• Subject access requests
– Timelines changing and can no longer charge for access

• Action: revisit subject access processes
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Accountability
• Proactive approach
– Need to evidence that policies and procedures in place to ensure compliance
– Trustees to impose more prescriptive obligations on their data processors

• Actions:
– Design privacy into trustees' own policies
– Ask trustees' providers how they will deal with GDPR
– Overhaul key service provider contracts
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Data security
• Obligations on both controllers and processors to have
appropriate security measures in place
• Processors must notify breaches to data controllers
• Notification of personal data breach to supervisory authority
– Not later than 72 hours after having become aware
– Unless unlikely to result in a risk

• Communication of personal data breach to the data subject
– If high risk to individual
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Summary
•

Review privacy notices

•

Review consents

•

Review key service provider contracts

•

Prepare for mandatory breach notification

•

Review policies and processes
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Recent cases and Ombudsman's
determinations
Katie Banks
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Bett homes – failed equalisation
• Attempted changes to pension increase rule
and equalisation in 1992/93

• Scheme administered as if changes had taken
place
• Trustees applied to court for guidance because
of lack of documentary evidence
• Relied on augmentation power (clause 19) not
amendment power

"The Trustees may with the
consent of the principal
employer determine in
relation to any Member
that his Membership shall
be on such special terms as
are intimated to him…"
Clause 19
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Bett homes
Pension increases
• Meeting 9 September 1992 between trustees and company – discussed
reducing pension increases
• Minutes of a October directors' meeting reported company's decision to
reduce annual pension increases for future benefit accrual from 5% to
5%/RPI if less
• Memorandum from trustees to all members November 1992 announced
directors' decision
• Court of Session said this was within clause 19 – no formalities needed
and no need to refer to use of cl 19 and trustees' consent could be implied
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Bett homes
Equalisation
• At 9 September meeting advisers reminded employer of Barber and
advised equalisation should be dealt with, ASAP
• Advisers recommended to employer it should equalise at 65 for future
service (stated it included a draft announcement – no copy)
• 24 November 1992 employer announcement sent to employees, copied
to trustees, announcing accrual of benefits from 1 January 1993 on basis
of NRA 65
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Bett homes
Judgment on equalisation
• Correct procedures had not been followed
• Clause 19 could not be seen as having been used to effect equalisation –
no evidence of trustees' consent
• Fact that trustees copied in to a letter to employees not enough to infer
decision by trustees and consensus between trustees and company about
special terms
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Belk – the complaint
• Retired 2009; PCLS £200k; pension from Plan and AVCs £63k pa
• Incorrect statutory increases delivered £1,700 overpayment
• Pension corrected going forward; repay overpayment by temporary reduction
of £59 pm
• Mr Belk objected; claimed hardship and change of position
• Administrators discovered a further AVC policy worth over £123k; offered to
pay as PCLS plus interest at 0.5% and £250 for distress. Increased later to
4% and £1,000
• Mr Belk objected to low rate of interest (due to possible returns on the stock
market) and low level of compensation
• Mr Belk complained under Stage 1 IDRP and was rejected. Trustee said at
Stage 2 their view of events remained far apart and recommended PO. Mr
Belk argued failure to complete IDRP was harassment.
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Belk - decision
• Trustees have a duty to reclaim overpayment but members can retain overpayment if
irreversible change of position
• Mr Belk has to prove:
– change of position (ie exceptional expenditure); and
– causal link between overpayment and expenditure

• Burden of proof not strict
• Change of position defence less likely to succeed in relation to future overpayments
• No obligation to repay where member has received a representation of entitlement and
recipient not at fault (not relevant here)
• Reasonable to request evidence of how AVCs would be invested to justify higher
compensation
• Stage 2 response appropriate
• £1,000 compensation was sufficient
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Lettman
• Mother of member informed LGPS of death on 25 November 2008
• Letters of administration supplied 9 November 2010

• Two year deadline to pay death benefits missed; so 40% tax charge due
• Administrators chased letters of administration but did not mention two
year time limit

• 13 business days should have been sufficient to pay out death benefits
before deadline
• Employer directed to pay 40% unauthorised payment charge plus interest
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Recent cases and Ombudsman's
determinations
Katie Banks
6 July 2016
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